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Face recognition technologies for evidential
evaluation of video traces
Xingjie Wei and Chang-Tsun Li
Abstract Human recognition from video traces is an important task in forensic in-
vestigations and evidence evaluations. Compared with other biometric traits, face is
one of the most popularly used modalities for human recognition due to the facts
that its collection is non-intrusive and requires less cooperation from the subjects.
Moreover, face images taken at a long distance can still provide reasonable reso-
lution, while most biometric modalities, such as iris and fingerprint, do not have
this merit. In this chapter, we discuss automatic face recognition technologies for
evidential evaluations of video traces. We first introduce the general concepts in
both forensic and automatic face recognition, then analyse the difficulties in face
recognition from videos. We summarise and categorise the approaches for handling
different uncontrollable factors in difficult recognition conditions. Finally we dis-
cuss some challenges and trends in face recognition research in both forensics and
biometrics. Given its merits tested in many deployed systems and great potential
in other emerging applications, considerable research and development efforts are
expected to be devoted in face recognition in the near future.
1 Introduction
The UK currently has the most widely deployed CCTV coverage in the world. In
2013, the British Security Industry Authority (BSIA) estimated that there are up to
5.9 million CCTV in the UK equating to 1 camera for every 11 people. With increas-
ing emphasis on national and global security, there is a growing and acute need for
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human recognition (e.g., identifying or searching victims/witnesses/suspects) from
videos.
Biometrics is the science of identifying an individual based on the physiological
and behavioural characteristics. The physiological characteristics are related to the
shape of the body including face, iris, retina, fingerprint, palmprint, palm vein, hand
geometry, DNA, earlobe, etc. The behavioural characteristics are related to the pat-
tern of behaviour of a person such as gait, signature, keystroke dynamics, voice, etc.
Among these biometric traits, face is the most commonly seen and used for human
recognition due to the fact that its collection is non-intrusive and requires less coop-
eration from the subjects. Everyone has a face and it is widely accepted as a means
of recognition.
Forensic science is the scientific knowledge and technical methods in gathering
and examining traces which might be useful for the investigations of crime. The
biometric traces are of great interest for both biometrics and forensics research [40].
A large number of biometric applications such as fingerprint identification systems
and computerised DNA databases, were implemented to serve forensic purposes.
Among them, the face recognition system is becoming increasingly important due
to the abundance of image and video data provided by surveillance cameras, mobile
devices, Internet social networks, etc. The videos collected during an investigation
needs to be evaluated by investigators throughout the forensics process. The evalu-
ation is to explore whether additional line of questions can be identified and make
sure that the current investigated actions have been completed.
There are broadly two types of evaluation during a forensics process 1: investiga-
tive evaluation and evidential evaluation. The investigative evaluation concerns 1)
what is known and 2) what is unknown, 3) what are the consistencies and 4) conflicts
in the cases. On the other hand, the evidential evaluation focuses on the relevance,
reliability and admissibility of the materials considering issues such as the overall
strength of the case and whether sufficient evidence exists against the offender to
proceed to charge.
In a typical forensic face recognition scenario, a forensic expert is given face
images of a suspect and a person in question, who may or may not be the suspect.
The forensic expert gives a value which represents the degree to which these im-
ages appear to be of the same person. When a large amount of images and videos
have been gathered, identifying the possible suspects manually is extremely time
consuming. Face recognition technologies can be used as a tool in the forensic sce-
narios for helping with queries against a large enrolled database. The query can be
a one-to-many search, or a one-to-one check, as shown in Figure 1. The West York-
shire Police in UK has tested a face recognition system for matching CCTV images
against a database of mugshots and they have reported that although the technology
is not fully mature, it has proven to be a useful investigation tool [46]. We will in-
troduce the face recognition technologies for forensics evaluation of video traces in
the rest of this chapter.
1 National Police Library, http://www.college.police.uk/
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Fig. 1: The process of the forensic face recognition augmented with automatic face recognition
system on queries against a large enrolled database. The query can be a one-to-many search or a
one-to-one check.
2 Automatic face recognition
A general automatic face recognition system usually consists of the following mod-
ules: a face detector, a feature extractor and a matcher, as shown in Figure 2. The
face detector first determines which image area contains a face. With the detected
face pre-processed, facial features are extracted by the feature extractor and are fed
to the matcher as input for comparison against the features of the enrolled images.
A similarity score between the query face and each enrolled face is generated by the
matcher and used for recognition in either identification mode or verification mode.
2.1 Face detection
The face detector locates and tracks the face area from the background of an image
or video frames. Facial components such as eyes, nose, and mouth are located based
on the facial landmarks. As shown in Figure 2, this first-detetion/tracking-then-
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Fig. 2: Basic framework of the automatic face recognition. It usually consists of a face detector, a
feature extractor and a matcher. Recognition typically works in identification mode or verification
mode.
recognition framework is applied in most image based face recognition systems.
For face recognition from videos, approaches based on this scheme first selects key
frames (with good image quality, ideal face size, pose, etc.) and then perform detec-
tion/tracking and recognition sequentially. On the other hand, in order to deal with
the uncertainties in tracking as well as in recognition, some methods [32, 57] per-
form simultaneous tracking and recognition by using the temporal information in
videos. Such tracking-and-recognition provide more flexibility for face recognition
from videos. It is applicable to the image-to-video and video-to-video recognition
scenarios.
2.2 Feature extraction
Usually pre-processing such as face alignment and normalisation by the facial land-
marks are performed before feature extraction. The face area is cropped from an
image and normalised according to its geometrical properties (e.g., size and pose)
using geometrical transforms or morphing. Usually a detected face area is further
normalised with respect to its photometrical properties (e.g., illumination). After
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that, the feature extractor extracts discriminative information from the face image
for distinguishing different individuals. The features can be holistic representations
of the face [47, 7], or local patterns around certain salient points of the face [38, 3],
depending on the methodology of the matching algorithm. Formulating an effec-
tive feature set is a non-trivial task. An effective feature set ideally should be able
to characterise the discriminating features in a compact manner. Redundant fea-
tures not only add little value, but also reduce the power of other useful features. An
overly expressive feature set may also lead to the so-called Curse of Dimensionality,
which requires dimension reduction in order to facilitate efficient matching.
2.3 Matching
The matcher compares two faces according to the extracted features producing a
similarity score for the ensuing face recognition to be based on. There are two modes
in face recognition: identification and verification, corresponding to the forensic
tasks in Figure 1. In the identification mode, the face recognition system matches
the features of the query face to the features of each enrolled reference face template
in the database. The templates and query sample can be still images or videos. An
ordered list of the top n most similar candidates are returned as the possible identities
of the query according to the similarity scores. The performance of the system in the
identification mode is measured in terms of rank-n identification rate which is the
rate at which the true association is included in the top n matches. The identification
rate usually refers to rank-1 identification rate where the system returns a single
match (the best match), as the most probable association with the query face. This
rate is also called the recognition rate.
On the other hand, verification is the task where the recognition system attempts
to confirm an individual’s claimed identity by comparing the query sample to the
individual’s previously enrolled reference templates. Verification is based on a deci-
sion threshold which is set by computing the similarity scores of all samples pairs in
the database. The threshold is chosen to separate the genuine (i.e., match) similarity
scores distribution from the impostor (i.e., non-match) similarity scores distribution
and gives the best performance based on one of the following metrics. Here an im-
postor is a person who submits a sample attempting to claim the identity of another
person.
• False acceptance rate (FAR) is the rate at which the comparison between two
different individuals’ samples is erroneously accepted by the system as the true
match. In other words, FAR is the percentage of the impostor scores which are
higher than the decision threshold.
• False rejection rate (FRR) is the percentage of times when an individual is not
matched to his/her own existing reference templates. In other words, FRR is the
percentage of the genuine scores which are lower than the decision threshold.
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• Equal error rate (EER) is the rate at which both acceptance and rejection errors
are equal (i.e., FAR=FRR). Generally, the lower the EER value, the higher the
accuracy of the system.
The first fully automatic face recognition system was presented by Kanade [28]
in 1973, which marked a milestone at that time. Over the past four decades, there
has been significant progress in automatic face recognition. However, albeit the fact
that some unconstrained factors have been considered in the still-image based face
recognition, recognising face from videos remains a relatively less explored area
due to various factors, such as low resolution, occlusions, lack of subject’s coop-
eration, constantly changing imaging conditions, etc. In the next section we will
briefly introduce the challenges in face recognition from videos in the real-world
environment.
3 Face recognition from videos traces
During the London Riots in 2011, the London Metropolitan Police used automatic
face recognition software attempting to find the suspects from video traces, but in
many cases it failed [16]. The poor quality of most CCTV footage makes it very dif-
ficult to trust standard automatic facial recognition techniques. Changes in illumina-
tion, image quality, background and orientation can easily fool the face recognition
systems.
In 2013, Klontz and Jain [30] conducted a case study that used the photographs
from the CCTV footage of the two suspects in the Boston Marathon bombings to
match against a background set of mugshots. The suspects’ images released by the
FBI were captured in the uncontrolled environment and their faces were partially
occluded by sunglasses and hats. The study showed that current commercial auto-
matic face recognition systems have the notable potential to assist law enforcement.
But the matching accuracy was not high enough, suggesting that further technical
progress needs to be made in order to be able to recognise faces from CCTV footage
taken from unconstrained environments.
Compared with still images, videos contain more information: e.g., multiple
views of the face or different illumination conditions and temporal information.
However, face recognition from CCTV footages is an even more challenging prob-
lem than recognising faces from still images taken from a short distance. First of
all, there are two main difficulties for face tracking [59]: 1) real-world videos (e.g.,
surveillance videos) are usually of low resolution, which contains less useful infor-
mation of faces, and 2) illumination changes have a strong impacts on the accuracy
of tracking.
In addition, face recognition from videos in real scenarios usually involves the
remote face recognition (i.e., face recognition at a distance (FRAD)), which is also
one of the most challenging problems in face recognition. Remote face usually refers
to the face data captured at 10m or further away from the cameras. FRAD is of-
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ten related to the security and defense applications. Compared with the traditional
face recognition (e.g., near-distance face recognition), FRAD is faced with two dif-
ficulties: 1) less or even no user-cooperation is available, and 2) the environment
condition is more difficult to control. The FRAD algorithms need to consider more
serious unconstrained variations in face data in the real-world scenarios. These vari-
ations are mainly due to two main factors: the user and the environment, as shown
in Table 1.
Table 1: Unconstrained variations in face recognition from video traces
Caused by users
Pose
Facial expression
Occlusion
Caused by environment
Illumination
Low resolution
Blur (motion blur & focus blur)
The approaches of recognising face from videos can be divided into three cate-
gories [6, 9]: 1) set-based approaches, sequence-based approaches, and dictionary-
based approaches. The set-based approaches [49] regard a video as a set of un-
ordered images and the recognition robustness is achieved by exploiting the mul-
tiple viewing conditions contained in the image set. Traditional still image based
methods can be extended to videos image sets. Recognition is performed by fus-
ing the matching results from multiple frame-pairs at different levels (i.e., feature
level, score level and decision level), or by measuring the similarity between the
query and reference subspaces/manifolds which are learned from image sets. On
the other hand, sequence-based approaches explicitly utilise the temporal informa-
tion between video frames during recognition. This category of approaches exploits
the appearance as well as the motion information of faces to obtain better recog-
nition accuracy. To utilize the temporal information, time series state models such
as sequential importance sampling (SIS) [56], and Hidden Markov Models [37] are
used to model the video sequences. In recent years, matching face images based on
sparse representation via a dictionary becomes popular [13]. Dictionary here is a
large collection of face images where every individual has multiple images contain-
ing a wide range of variations such as poses, expressions and illumination changes.
Face frames from a given query video are projected onto the sub-space spanned
by the atoms in the dictionary and the representation residuals are computed for
matching.
4 Handling uncontrollable factors present in videos
Videos provide abundant information in the form of multiple frames and tempo-
ral information compared to still images. These information can be exploited for
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improving the performance of face recognition and provide robustness to large vari-
ations in facial poses, expressions and illumination conditions, occlusions and low
image quality factors. In the following sub-sections, we introduce face recognition
approaches according to the uncontrollable factors they are dealing with. Although
some approaches are developed for still images, they do shed light on the new de-
velopment for video-based systems.
4.1 Approaches for handling pose variations
Forensics experts, or even ordinary people are able to recognise a person by the face
from different views. However, due to the complex 3D structures of faces, the view
generalisation is non-trivial and often ill-posed task for automatic face recognition
systems. The main challenge of pose problem is that appearance variations caused
by variable poses of the same person (i.e., intra-class variations) can be larger than
those caused by identity differences (i.e., inter-class variations). The similarity be-
tween two faces from different persons in the same pose can be larger than that of
the same person in different poses.
For pose-invariant face recognition, a natural solution is to collect multi-view
images/videos which increase the chances of the face being captured in a favourable
frontal pose. This is straight-forward and the frontal face recognition algorithms can
be directly extended to solve the non-frontal pose problem. Usually pose estimation,
which is the process of inferring the orientation of a head, is needed when processing
the multi-view data. Then view selection is performed to select images/frames with
ideal view conditions based on the pose information. Li et al. [35] estimate the
head pose using the SVM regression. The pose information is used to choose the
appropriate face detector for multi-view face detection which provides improved
performance in terms of accuracy and speed. Only the frontal faces are retained for
recognition.
Another direction is to model the pose variations. One of the popular methods is
the face manifold. An image of a given size can be viewed as a high-dimensional
vector in a Euclidean image space where the dimensionality equals to the number
of pixels. The surface and texture of a face is mostly smooth confining it to an em-
bedded face manifold. The basic idea of face manifold based methods is to cluster
the images of similar pose and train a linear sub-space to represent each pose clus-
ter. Face manifold is approximated by the linear sub-space model. In this way, two
face manifolds of similar poses can be compared under a small variation in pose pa-
rameters. Arandjelovic´ and Cipolla [5] propose a method, which first decomposes
an appearance manifold to Gaussian pose clusters then fuses the fixed-pose com-
parison results using a neural network for recognition. Wang et al. [49] define the
manifold-manifold distance as the distance between the gallery manifold learned
from the training gallery image set and the probe manifold learned from the probe
image set.
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The above methods deal with the pose variations by performing explicit pose es-
timation or model registration from the multi-view image set or videos. In a surveil-
lance environment, these processes are still very challenging due to the fact that
the image quality is poor and the calibration of cameras is not accurate. Du et al.
propose a pose-insensitive feature [14] which does not require explicitly estimate
the pose of the face. The proposed feature is developed using the spherical har-
monic representation of the face texture-mapped onto a sphere. The texture map it-
self is generated by back-projecting the multi-view video data. One limitation of the
method is that the pose insensitive feature relies on the assumption that the spherical
function remains unchanged other than a rotation. The assumption works in normal
illumination conditions but does not hold in extreme lightings.
Another limitation for pure 2D image based methods as described above is that
they assume the pose transformation is continuous within the 2D space. On the
other hand, approaches with assistance of 3D models [27, 11] which are estimated
from videos achieve better performance when addressing pose variations. Compared
with 2D image based methods, 3D model based methods usually incur a higher
computational cost.
4.2 Approaches for handling occlusion variations
In the real-world environments, faces are easily occluded by facial accessories (e.g.,
sunglasses, scarf, hat, veil) or objects in front of the face (e.g., hand, food, mo-
bile phone). These occlusions can largely change the appearance of the face, which
makes the face detection more difficult. In forensic investigations, although oc-
cluded faces can be manually detected and cropped, recognising partially occluded
faces images is still challenging for automatic systems.
One intuitive idea is to first determine whether a face image is occluded or not
[44], and then reject the occluded images in applications. This rejection mechanism
is not always suitable for face recognition especially in forensic scenarios where
no alternative image can be obtained due to the lack of subject cooperation. Some
approaches first segment the occluded regions from face images and then perform
recognition based on the remaining parts [41, 25, 26]. These models require a skin
colour based occlusion mask to detect the occluded areas in faces. The occlusion
detectors are usually trained on specific types of occlusions (i.e., the training is data-
dependent) and hence generalise poorly to various types of occlusions in real-world
environments.
So performing recognition with the presence of occlusions is very challenging.
There are three main categories of approaches for face recognition without detecting
occlusion in advance: 1) reconstruction based approaches, 2) local matching based
approaches, and 3) occlusion-insensitive feature based approaches.
The first category, reconstruction based approaches treats occluded face recogni-
tion as a reconstruction problem [53, 55, 51]. A clean image is reconstructed from
an occluded query image by a linear combination of reference images. Then the
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occluded image is assigned to the class with the minimal reconstruction error. A
common drawback of reconstruction based methods is that they usually require a
large number of samples per subject to represent a query image. Most of them as-
sume that the reference/training images are captured in well controlled conditions.
However, this assumption does not usually hold in real-world scenarios. Another
drawback is this category of approaches usually incur a high computational cost
[53].
The second category is the local matching based approaches [39, 45, 52, 50].
Facial features are extracted from local areas of a face, for example, overlapping or
non-overlapping patches of an image, so the affected and unaffected parts of the face
can be analysed in isolation. In order to minimize matching errors due to occluded
parts, different strategies such as local space learning [45, 39], multi-task sparse
representation learning [36] or voting [50] are performed. The common intuition
behind the local matching based approaches is based on that the facial appearance
changes caused by occlusions are local in nature. Only part of a face is distorted by
occlusions while others are less affected and reliable for recognition. So compared
with the reconstruction based methods, local matching based methods are less likely
to be able to handle the situation in which more than half of the face is occluded.
In addition to the above approaches, which focus on improving the robustness
to occlusions during the matching stage, researchers also pay attention to image
representation. The third category is occlusion-insensitive feature based approaches
[48, 58] which attempts to extract occlusion-insensitive features from face images.
Tzimiropoulos et al. [48] pointed out that PCA learning in the gradient orienta-
tion domain with a cosine-based distance measure helps reduce the effects due to
occlusions in face images. The distribution of image gradient orientation (IGO) dif-
ferences and the cosine kernel provide a powerful way to measure image corre-
lation/similarity when image data are corrupted by occlusions. The face represen-
tations learned from the image gradient orientations are relatively invariant to the
occlusion effects. Inspired by their work, Zhu et al. [58] further proposed a Gabor
phase difference representation for occluded face recognition. They find that the
Gabor phase (GP) difference is more stable and robust than gradient orientation to
occlusions.
4.3 Approaches for handling illumination variations
Due to the 3D structure and various surface reflectance of faces, light sources can
cast shading and shadows, creating non-uniform illumination on faces, which accen-
tuates or diminishes certain facial features. The differences induced by this impact
in the facial appearance can be greater than that between individuals.
There are two categories of approaches for addressing the illumination problem
- active and passive ways [60]. The active approaches attempt to obtain face images
which are invariant to the illumination changes. Usually specific devices such as
3D scanners, thermal cameras, infrared cameras, etc. other than the visible light
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cameras are required. A good survey on 3D face recognition can be found in [1].
Thermal images and near-infrared images are more insensitive to large illumination
changes as compared to visible light images. Introductions to illumination invariant
face recognition using thermal images and near-infrared images are presented in
[23] and [34], respectively.
On the other hand, the passive approaches attempt to directly deal with images
which have already been affected by illuminations. There are usually three classes
of approaches. 1) Illumination normalisation [15, 12], which seeks to suppress the
illumination variations either by image transformations or by synthesising an un-
affected image from affected ones, 2) illumination invariant representation [17, 3],
which attempts to extract features invariant to illumination changes, and 3) illumina-
tion variation modelling. Illumination core [19, 8] and sparse representation [53] are
based on the theoretical principle that the set of images of a convex Lambertian ob-
ject [31] obtained in a wide variety of illumination conditions can be approximated
by a low-dimensional linear sub-space in which the recognition can be performed.
These methods require well-registered face images and the availability of face im-
ages with different illumination conditions. Such requirements limit their applicabil-
ity in practice, especially for videos captured in unconstrained environments. Some
models for pose variations are also applicable to solving of the illumination prob-
lem. Using the manifold model introduced in Section 4.1, the illumination variation
for each of the pose clusters can be modelled using a linear, pose-specific illumina-
tion sub-space. Given a reference template and a novel cluster with the same pose,
the illumination changes can be normalised by adding a vector from the pose illu-
mination sub-space to the frame so that its distance from the reference cluster is
minimized [5].
4.4 Approaches for handling low image quality variations
In security-related face recognition applications such as surveillance, usually the
face images/videos captured are degraded by low resolution and blur effects. When
sufficient videos are available, one simple idea is to select a set of frames which
yield the best recognition accuracy by a classifier. This can help to remove or give
lower weight to the poor quality frames during recognition.
For the low resolution problem, another intuitive solution is the super-resolution
(SR) based method [4]. SR is a technique for synthesising high-resolution images
from low resolution images for visual enhancement. After applying SR, a higher res-
olution image can be obtained and then used for recognition, for example, matching
a face in a low resolution surveillance footage against a set of higher quality gallery
sequences enrolled in a database. One common drawback of SR based face recogni-
tion approaches is that SR does not directly contribute to recognition. The identity
information may be contaminated by some artifacts attributed to the SR process.
Another category of approaches do not apply the SR preprocessing to low reso-
lution images. Li et al. [33] proposed a method to learn coupled mappings (CMs),
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which minimizes the difference between the low-resolution image and its high-
resolution counterpart. Then the low resolution image is projected onto a unified
feature space where higher recognition performance can be achieved. Biswas et al.
[10] proposed a method using Multi-dimensional Scaling (MDS) to transform the
low resolution gallery and probe images into an Euclidean space such that the dis-
tances between them approximates the best distances. Shekhar et al. [43] propose a
generative approach to low-resolution image based on learning class specific dictio-
naries, which is also robust to illumination variations.
There are two types of effect attributed to the blur problem: focus blur and mo-
tion blur. A focus is the point where lights originating from a point on the object
converge. When the light from object points is not well converged, an out-of-focus
image with the blur effect will be generated by the sensor (e.g., camera). The work in
[24] analyzed the impact of out-of-focus blur on face recognition performance. On
the other hand, motion blur is due to the rapid object movement or camera shaking.
Blurring affects the appearance of faces in images, causing two main problems [42]:
1) the appearance of face images from the same individual changes significantly due
to blur, and 2) different individuals tend to appear more similar when blurred due to
the loss of discriminative features. There are two main categories of approaches to
improve the quality of the blurred face images: 1) blurred image modelling through
subspace analysis [42] or sparse representation [54], and 2) blur-tolerant descriptors
which attempt to extract blur insensitive features such as Local Phase Quantization
(LPQ) [2, 22] to represent the face images.
5 Future trends
As introduced in the last section, the appearance variations caused by the uncon-
strained conditions are still challenging for face recognition from images and videos.
This section will discuss several specific face recognition problems, which are the
new trends of research in both biometrics and forensics communities.
5.1 Combining with other biometric traits
When faces are heavily occluded or degraded due to extreme conditions, face recog-
nition technologies become ineffective. In unconstrained environments, the face is
not the only trait used by humans to recognise each other. It is natural to combine
face and other biometric data to improve the recognition performance. These data
is either from other modalities such as voice, gait [20], or soft biometric features
such as height, gender, hair, skin and clothing colour. The advantages of using such
features are: 1) they can be captured without constraint in uncontrollable environ-
ments, and 2) they can be captured along with the face using the same sensor such as
a CCTV camera. How to represent the features from different modalities and how
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to fuse these features and matching scores will be the important issues for future
investigations.
5.2 Contending with the face ageing issue
Facial ageing is a complex process that affects both the shape and texture (e.g.,
skin tone or wrinkles) of a face. The typical scenario of face recognition across
ageing is to detect if a particular person is present in a previously recorded database.
Applications include missing children identification, suspect watch-list check, etc.
For still image based recognition, ageing effect has been studied in two directions:
1) developing age estimation techniques to classify face images based on age [18,
21] and 2) developing ageing robust systems to perform recognition. However, the
ageing issue are seldom considered in video based face recognition algorithms. One
most challenging aspect of face recognition involving the ageing issue is that it
must address all other ’historical’ unconstrained variations as well. Pose, expression,
illumination changes and occlusions can occur when images are taken years apart.
Compared to still images, videos contain the temporal information which is of
great value for face recognition. It is interesting to investigate into the ways of uti-
lizing the temporal information effectively to deal with the ageing issue.
5.3 Different imaging modalities
Face recognition across different imaging modalities, also called heterogeneous face
recognition [29], is another interesting area for further explorations. It involves
matching two face images from different imaging modalities, which is of great prac-
tical value in forensic scenarios. The images of suspects may come from various
sources, e.g., still images captured from CCTV, footages taken by the police heli-
copters or images snapped by members of the public. In addition, in some extreme
situations, only a particular modality of a face image is available. For example, in
night-time environments, infrared imaging may be the only modality for acquiring
a useful face image of a suspect. But the mug-shots held by the police are visible
band images. Another example is the sketch-photograph matching. When no pho-
tograph of a suspect is available, a forensic sketch is often generated according to
the description of an eye-witness. Matching sketches against face photographs is
very important for forensic investigation. On the other hand, 2D-3D face matching
is expected to attract intensive research efforts in the near future since face can be
represented by heterogeneous features in the 3D and 2D modalities in the real-world
cases.
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5.4 Other issues in forensic tasks
The face recognition technologies discussed in previous sections mainly focus on
how to improve the recognition accuracy from face images and videos. This is es-
sential in forensic investigation and case linking. Besides that, there are other re-
quirements in other forensic tasks [40]. For example, in forensic identification, such
as identifying missing people, besides recognition accuracy, the other challenges lie
in the development and management of reference databases. How to increase the
integrity, quality and interoperability of the template data with the help of face im-
age processing or analysis technologies is an important issue. For forensic evidence
evaluation, the challenges are not only about the development of automatic methods,
but also the integration of expert-based and automatic methods into hybrid methods.
6 Summary
The face is one of the most popular biometric traits used in the daily life for human
recognition. The widespread use of CCTV cameras for surveillance and security ap-
plications have stirred extensive research interests in video based face recognition.
Face recognition can play an important role in identifying perpetrators of crime
activities as well as missing peoples. Automatic face recognition technology is be-
coming an indispensable tool for modern forensic investigations.
In this chapter we have introduced the advanced face recognition technologies.
The past decades have seen significant progress in automatic face recognition. But
the performance of the face recognition from videos taken in unconstrained en-
vironments is still unsatisfactory. Uncontrollable illumination, pose changes, low
image quality, and occlusions pose acute challenges to face recognition techniques.
Therefore, intensive research efforts to contend with these interweaving factors are
required in the years to come.
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